Carraro Technological Heritage in Agricultural Machinery: from Tractors to System Integrator

Founded in the 1930s as a manufacturing business focused on the production of sowing machines and equipment for agricultural works, over the years, the company has expanded and enjoyed increasing fame, becoming - as from midway through last century - one of Italy's most important tractor manufacturers. From the 1970s onwards, Carraro concentrated its core business elsewhere, specialising in parts and becoming a key player in the world's manufacturers of drive systems for agricultural and earth-moving machinery.
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Carraro is a multinational Group and world leader in power transmission systems. Carraro core business consists in conceiving, designing, validating, manufacturing and marketing drive systems for construction equipment and agricultural machineries.
Carraro systems have been designed for the optimal integration of mechanics and hydraulics, under the supervision of an advanced electronic control unit. This can best manage the whole driveline while monitoring and diagnosing the vehicle functions.
The "Local for Local" philosophy has not been adopted by Carraro just to realize its Global Manufacturing Footprint, but also in the product development approach.
Thanks to the local engineering presence, Carraro has achieved a deep knowledge of customer needs not only in the traditionally markets, but also of the emerging ones.
The Group has always been committed to developing power transmission systems with a focus on greater efficiency and ecological sustainability. Today, these requisites are fundamental for tackling an increasingly competitive market.
Products
Carraro Agriculture
Know-how
Tractors

Born from a rib of the historical Carraro Group, our Company Agritalia has accumulated over time considerable experience in the design of specialist tractors for Orchards and Vineyards, and in general tractors of between 60 and 110 horsepower. Every day the Rovigo facility produces, on behalf of the major global manufacturers, some of the best-selling models in their segment. Today the Agritalia brand is unique and unmistakable, for the large variety of configurations, styles and design choices that characterize its tractors.
Wherever there is a need for integrated transmission systems, Carraro has the solution, with a complete, diversified product range (axles, transmissions, planetary drives). Carraro drivelines have been optimised for the individual markets of application, to guarantee the very best efficiency and most practical vehicle layout.
Carraro Agriculture
Know-how
Components

Carraro Group produces its own quality gears and components in-house to the very highest of standards.
In particular, operating through some of its production sites in Italy and India, today Carraro is able to produce cut steel gears for off-highway applications such as earth-moving machines, tractors, railway applications and trucks.
In order to serve these markets to the best of its ability, the component manufacturing plants are equipped with the most sophisticated steel cutting and processing technologies on the market.
Thanks to this, today Carraro is a reference partner for all the main OEMs in all sectors and at international level.
Carraro Agriculture

Know-how

After Sales & Spare Parts

After Sales and Spare Parts is the Carraro Group’s centre of excellence for managing and distributing original spare parts all over the world in order to guarantee total reliability for Carraro products:

› More than 100 OEM’s use our spare parts
› Dedicated staff of 60 people in the world
› 60,000 part numbers managed
› Distributors and Service Centers in 90 Countries
› Dedicated staff for technical support
› Documentation, tools and solutions for maintenance and repair
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The Power Transmission Excellence is our Passion